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SYNTHESE:

? m ? : • • • • •

PSAD. est un systeme deVeloppe" pour la surveillance en continu des grands
composants de centrale nucle"aire. Les donnees de surveillance sont acquises en continu
et en temps? rde lpe nouvelles donn^es sont elabordes puis stock6es dans une base de
donne'es g6re>" fai,;QRAGLE. Toutes les donndes sont datees. Elles repr6sentent un
grand lot de grandeurs physiques (temperatures, niveaux vibratoires, ondes
acoustiques,...). Ainsi, pour effectuer un diagnostic I'op6rateur a acces a des millions
d'observations.

Etant donnees les caract^ristiques sp6cifiques des objets stock^s, le schema
physique de la base est tres particulier et un effort important a 6t6 fait pour optimiser la
gesiton de 1'espace et des performances.

ORACLE a 6te" choisi en vue de garantir reVolutivite" et la robustesse du PSAD.

A. JOUSSELIN
P. TARTERET, A. GAL : Socie"t6 SEMA GROUP
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

On-line monitoring of the main components of the French nuclear power plants
is performed using an integrated system called PS AD (Poste de Surveillance et d'Aide
au Diagnostic). In real-time, physical measurement data are continuously acquired,
computed and stored in an ORACLE database. All measurement data are dated and
represent a wide range of physical variables (temperatures, vibrations, acoustic
waves,...). Then, millions of measurements are available to the operator for diagnostic.

^Rysicafimplementation and
id data.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to improve safety and availability in its nuclear power plants and to minimise
maintenance and outage costs, Electricite de France (EDF) is extending the existing data
processing chains towards automatic aided interpretation and diagnosis.

Therefore, EDF has designed an integrated monitoring and diagnosis assistance system called
PSAD - Poste de Surveillance et d'Aide au Diagnostic. It federates the processing of
monitoring organized into several functions related to each monitored component :
turbogenerator and inlet valves, reactor coolant pumps, internal structures and primary
circuit.
PSAD integrates on-line monitoring, off-line diagnosis and knowledge based systems in order
to provide diagnosis assistance.

In real-time, physical measurement data are continuously acquired, computed and stored in an
ORACLE database.
ORACLE has been choosen to insure evolutivity and robustness of PSAD software.

This paper, first, presents the general concepts of PSAD system and the different kinds of
data managed by ORACLE. Then, the specific physical implementation used for this database
is described.

DESCRIPTION OF PSAD SYSTEM

General concepts of PSAD
The overall objective of PSAD is to provide plant personnel and experts with an efficient and
user-friendly aid in decision making for the detection of failures.
Therefore, the PSAD is, primarily, a tool for operation teams. It provides services such as
flexible processings of monitored data, diagnosis capabilities organized according to the
monitoring functions. Secondly, PSAD is designed for specialists or experts who have to deal
with difficult and not yet identified cases.

The basic idea behind PSAD can be described as follows. Several functions of a nuclear
power plant are constantly tended by dedicated monitoring systems (e.g. the Turbo-generator
set, the Reactor Coolant Pump, etc.). The idea is to propose a common framework for those
systems, to gather collected data on a given nuclear unit in a data-base and to give access to
this data and to treatments using this data either locally or at central locations.
Depending on the treatment, it can be made available at the unit itself, on a nuclear site
(including a number of units, typically four), or on a national centralised level.

Strong effort has been laid on user-friendliness, configurability and flexibility: whatever the
type of processing and the place of execution, users see a single system adapted to their
particular needs and the man-machine interface is consistent and homogeneous. Plant
description data can be modified without stopping the system. PSAD is designed with a
flexible hardware and software architecture so as to accept new monitoring functions in the
future.



Software architecture of PSAD
Processing is organized into two major categories : real-time processing and off-line
processing.

Real-time processing : Digital signal is directly converted into physical units by means of
coefficients defined during the sensor configuration. Then Level 1 descriptors such as RMS
and Peak values, spectrum components, are computed using specific digital signal
processings, which are performed on-line. The processing of these descriptors is either
periodical or triggered by a specific event.

More specific descriptors are calculated using combination of Level 1 descriptors through
specific real time software programs These descriptors, called Level 2 descriptors include
averaging of descriptors, descriptors of coincidences. They are used to produce messages
indicating faults.

Off-line processing : Level 3 descriptors are computed from stored Level 1 and Level 2
descriptors in order to complete the characterization of the system. More complex analysis,
such as statistical analysis, can be performed when an alarm characterizing a specific
phenomenon occurs.

"Slow" faults are elaborated to characterize slow evolutive modifications in the performance
or the behaviour of the monitored machines.

More sophisticated software such as graphic software enabling observation and analysis of
data have been developped to assist plant personnel in analysis and interpretation of data
acquired through PSAD.

Hardware architecture of PSAD
The hardware architecture is structured in four levels :

- on a machine level (reactor coolant pumps, vessel, primary circuit, ...) ; on-line
Monitoring Systems,

- on the unit level; the Main Workstation,
- on the site level; the Analysis Workstation,
- on the national level (at the headquarters of Power Generation Division or at the

Research and Development Division); Remote Workstations.

The on-line Monitoring Systems : Monitoring Systems are close to the monitored components
of the plant; they provide descriptors and fault messages.

The Main Workstation : there is one Main Workstation for each nuclear unit. It provides
interface with plant operators. Descriptors and "slow" faults messages are elaborated by the
Main Workstation Operation teams are informed of malfunctions of the monitored
components by an automatic display of faults messages. Every data is stored at the Main
Workstation and operators can consult all historical data using sophisticated data display
software.



The Analysis Workstation : on each plant site there is one Analysis Workstation connected to
the set of Main Workstations. The Analysis Workstation is designed for off-line analysis of
events, abnormal situation or past events. This is a tool for monitoring and maintenance
personnel. All pre-diagnosis software is triggered upon request from the operators and can
access all data stored in the connected Main Workstations.

The Remote Workstation : Remote Workstations are located at the Headquarters of the
Generation Division and at the Research and Development Division. They are used by
national experts or specialists of monitored components to confirm or complete a pre-
diagnosis initiated on site.
Their design is similar to the Analysis Workstation and they can access all data from every
Main Workstation they are connected to. Data transfer between the Main Workstation and the
Remote Workstation is performed through national network.

REMOTE
WORKSTATIONS

Figure 1 : PSAD Architecture

DESCRIPTION OF DATA AND PROCESSINGS

Description of data
The different kinds of dated descriptors represent a wide range of physical variables. For one
labelled descriptor, the acquired or computed values are grouped in an history log
representing the evolution of the considered descriptor. This history log is a long series of
triplets such as (descriptor_name, date, " numerical field "), where " numerical field " is more



or less complex. It is mainly a simple real number representing amplitude of a simple
vibratory level. It can be a couple of real numbers when representing harmonic values -
amplitude and phase, or a series of 1024 real numbers when representing spectrum data -
spectrum values for 1024 different frequencies.

A high degree of configurability is offered by the PSAD system : many parameters can be
adjusted to take into account the specificity of every monitored machine. These parameters
characterize the acquisition and the measurement instrumentation as well as the descriptors
computation processes.

Configuration parameters correspond to "static" data. Their values only change up to 5 times
a year, using specific interactive configuration processes. They are used for acquisition and
automatic computation processings as well as for display processings. They constitute a well-
structured set of information commonly managed using relational database management
systems. Then, configuration parameters management is not described in this paper

History log Management
Several hundred different history logs are managed by the PSAD system, each containing
millions of dated values. The following functions are processed :
• storage,
• query of data for automatic computation and display,
• export of data in a "long term database " for archiving,
• deletion of data for disk space management,

Storage : Level 1 and Level 2 descriptor values are stored in the database, as soon as they are
transferred to the main workstation from the monitoring system. Level 3 descriptor values are
immediatly stored when elaborated. Storage frequency can vary from 1 per day to 100 per
second, for one descriptor. This variation is due to the applied compression algorithm :
changes of the monitored machine behavior produce differences between two succcessive
descritor values. Only significant differences are stored. The main part of the database is used
for descriptors storage. Every day, about 30 Mbytes are stored. On-line database can contain
2 Gbytes of data : when no more space is available on the hard disk, older data is deleted,
after being exported to a Digital Audio Tape (DAT) for further queries. About 80% of data is
renewed every 2 months.

Values
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figure 2 : descriptors and compression mechanism



Retrieval : the most common query consists of obtaining numerical values of a few
descriptors and for dates belonging to a given period of time. Such queries are used for
display of data as well as for automatic computation of new Level 3 descriptors. When used
in display processing, these queries must be executed as quickly as possible to produce an
ergonomic system.
Export in the long term database : parts of the history logs are periodically and automatically
transferred using EXPORT mechanism to DAT for saving in case of disk crash. Therefore, on
demand, different parts of history logs must be imported back in the on-line database for
display.

Values

values to be retrieved

time

figure 3 : retrieval of a part of a history log on [ti.tfj

Deletion and restoration of data : periodically, the PSAD system deletes the older
" uninteresting data " to free disk space. " Uninteresting data " means only data which is not
used by the operator.

PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION

The following goals guided our implementation :

• Priority was given to data retrieval :

Though there are certain performance specifications for data storage - the system must be
able to absorb an average input rate of 10 points/sec, PSAD must, above all, conform to even
stronger specifications for retrievals : respecting these specifications ensures an adequate
system response time to operator queries, and determines the exploitability and the ergonomy
of PSAD.

To quantify these specifications, we recall the following numbers : PSAD handles hundreds
of descriptors, with thousands of dated values for each. The history logs contain
approximately 10 million triplets (descriptorname, date, value). To provide an adequate and



timely functionality, PS AD needs to retrieve 1,000 points among the 10,000,000 in less than
3 seconds. These 1,000 points represent the history log of a descriptor over some time
interval [tl, t2], and they must be read chronologically.
Thus, the physical implementation must optimize the retrieval of an arbitrary set of time-
sequential points.

• large data transfers are allowed, while avoiding data fragmentation and loss of disk space :

Sections are often removed from or added to the history log. These actions are controlled by
the operator - who decides which data to discard and which to make available, and must be
carried out simultaneously with the real-time processing which continually adds to the data
logs.

Our implementation allows the database to operate within a fixed space and with a constant
volume of data : when all or part of a history log is deleted, the space freed is immediately
and entirely available for inserting new data of equal size. This choice is guided by the fact
that PSAD must operate autonomously 24 hours a day, without needing operator intervention
or costly automatic processing to reorganize tables.

In order to meet these specifications, for example, we avoided using single indexes (balanced
binary trees) since, for performance reasons, the Oracle kernel does not delete the "dead
branches", resulting in space usage inflation.

The following mechanisms for physical implementation were used :

With regards to retrieval performance : the history log of each descriptor is divided into
"segments". A segment is characterized by its initial date (Ti) and its final date (Tf) It
contains all the points necessary to describe the history of the descriptor between the dates Ti
and Tf. These points are sequentially related in time, and the date of the first point
corresponds to the initial date Ti of the segment. The segment is the basic unit for deletions,
transfers to other workstations or to long term storage, and for reinsertion into the database.
The points of a history log are physically grouped segment by segment : this allows an
optimized access to the points of a same segment. The physical grouping of a given segment's
points is ensured by mono-table clusters.

Retrieving a history log between 2 dates tl and t2 is thus optimized since it consists of
retrieving one or more segments, and reading a segment is a very fast operation.

With regard to disk space management: There is one table per descriptor type. The tables are
composed of a single initial extent and dynamic extent allocation is forbidden.
Each table is physically organized as hash clusters. The hash-code key is supplied by the
application : the key represents a physical location in the history base which is available for
the data points of a log segment. The history log database thus resembles a set of pigeon-
holes, each hole containing, at any given time, the points of an arbitrary segment for an
arbitrary descriptor.



The use of hash clusters allowed us to meet our two specifications :
- optimized access to history log segments
- easy data transfers, with complete control over the space required by our data

USING ORACLE IN PSAD PROJECT

From the beginning of the PSAD project, EDF had recommended to use a DBMS because of
the size and the importance of the data and the complexity of the processings.

Oracle was selected among other RDBMs on behalf of its expected presence and support on
the market, its reliability, its robustness, and because it could evolve with PSAD. ORACLE
software is also used for many other EDF applications and corresponds to a specific policy.

Despite all these convincing reasons, it is important to note that, as in the case of all
performance critical applications, the feasability of this choice had to be validated by
benchmark studies.

Validating Oracle choice
Thus, as a preliminary to the PSAD design phase, a battery of tests was run in order to
validate the RDBM's performances with respect to PSAD requirements.

These preliminary studies demonstrated that the performance requirements of PSAD could be
met, as long as several major physical optimizations such as clusters were also implemented.

Using Oracle during PSAD development
During PSAD development, many difficulties were met, due to the specific case ORACLE is
used :

• Memory and space disk was not correctly managed : we were confronted with
problems arising from memory leaks and loss of disk space in cluster organization. Since our
database is very "dynamic" (it operates 24 hours a day, frequently performs
select/insert/deletes, and 80% of the data is renewed every 2 months), these problems become
huge and can be fatal to our application. Patching these faults with continual maintenance
(table reorganization, recreating indexes, stopping/restarting PSAD) would be too costly for
this application, whether it be done automatically or managed by a DBA. Thankfully, these
bugs in the Oracle kernel have now been fixed.

• Specific mechanism such as hash cluster is used : to reach our goal of getting the best
performance possible and optimally managing and controlling space, we needed additional
insight on Oracle's internal mechanisms (for example, bloc management in hash clusters). It
was not easy to obtain precise information about these details from the Oracle experts,
perhaps due to the fact that few users are concerned with these mechanisms.

• The main part of the PSAD software is written in ADA : all SQL queries are
embedded in our application's 3GL code, for which we use a precompiler. The disadvantage
of these precompilers is that they are rather rudimentary and writing these embedded queries
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can be a bit awkward. Using Oracle in ADA environment does not seem to be very common
yet. Thus, we ran into more bugs with PRO* Ada than in our experience with PRO*C used for
other projects.

These obstacles, however, were largely outweighed by the following advantages we obtained
by using Oracle. The RDBMS is the support for our data storage. Compared to a home-made
database, the Oracle RDBMS offered a very appreciable environment which allowed :

• database definition and initial loading : throughout the whole project, we often needed
to create databases for software tests or performance studies. Creating and using such
databases was quick and easy.

• data implementation modification : it was very easy to modify any object in the
database to respond to ever-evolving size or scope specification or to adapt the database to
new performance specifications. This could be done without modifying the application
software.

• data manipulation : SQLPlus was widely used to rapidly check coherence in the
database, to insert or to modify data in order to prepare certain test scenarios. We often
needed to transfer data between databases, for which we could use EXPORT/IMPORT.

• evolutivity : because PSAD is a prototype and because monitoring processings can be
improved, EDF will probably need to modify and to adapt the physical tables implementation
during the whole software life. ORACLE ensures flexibility and evolutivity of the overall
system.

• portability : PSAD has been developed under VMS operating systems. Software is
now running on UMX workstation. Using a file system to manage data would have prohibit a
such easy modification.

CONCLUSION

In this "technically-oriented" computer world of ours, it often seems unappropriate to
integrate an RDBMS such as Oracle into our applications. This product is considered to be
needed only for information system applications.

The fear of a loss of performance is one of the main reasons mentioned.
Developing PSAD showed us that if specific care is not taken when integrating Oracle
(concerning the physical modeling of data and query formulation), the obtained results can be
catastrophic. However, before considering writing in-house code, it is worthwhile to inspect
the mechanisms offered by Oracle. This does require an investment in acquiring knowledge
of the Oracle RDBMS, but this investment contributes to the success of our systems
integration projects.

Such projects already make common use of Oracle for all the aspects of handling and
configuring data up-stream of the real-time processing.
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PSAD is an example of a project where Oracle is used successfully at the other end of the
process : to manage and analyze a history log of data collected from the process.

EDF has now an evolutive and flexible system. The first version of the prototype was
installed on TRICASTIN nuclear site in 1994 and it will be generalised on all french nuclear
plants in 1998. The second version of the prototype in now under development. It includes
three new monitoring functions. A great part of the database management mechanisms as well
as physical implementation developed for the fisrt version are re-used what ensures
compatibility, integrity and easiness in development.
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